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being described appears in processes which take 
place in the presence of vortices in which high 
gradients of Ps exist. Under these conditions the 
quantum terms in the equations turn out to be im
portant. The equations which have been derived 
make it possible to compute the coefficients B 
and B1 of Hall and Vinen9 because of friction be
tween the superfluid part and the normal part in 
the presence of a vortex; it is proposed to carry 
out this calculation in a subsequent paper. 

In conclusion the authors wish to express their 
gratitude to L. D. Landau and V. L. Ginzburg for 
help and advice in the course of this work. 
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A spectral representation has been found for the two-meson Green's function which is analo
gous to that found earlier1- 3 for the vertex part. The analytic properties of this function are 
examined. It follows from the representations that dispersion relations exist for the scatter
ing amplitude for a fixed scattering angle in the center-of-mass system. These relations are 
obtained and discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN a previous paper by the writer3 the causality 
conditions were used to obtain the spectral repre
sentation of the vacuum expectation value of the 
T -product of three Heisenberg operators. In the 
present paper this same method is used to obtain 
the spectral representation of the vacuum expec
tation value of the T -product of four operators, 
i.e., for the two-particle Green's function. In 
order not to encumber the discussion with elab-

orate computations associated with the spinor 
character of the meson-nucleon Green's function 
and its possession of poles, we shall confine our
selves in this paper to the derivation of the spec
tral representation for the two-meson Green's 
function and the study of the analytical properties 
of the meson-meson scattering amplitude. 

From the spectral representation it follows 
that the scattering amplitude is an analytic func
tion in the upper half-plane and has no essential 
singularity at infinity, not only for a fixed pre-
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assigned momentum, but also for a fixed scatter
ing angle in the center-of-mass system. Owing 
to this, it is possible to write dispersion rela
tions for a fixed value of the scattering angle. 
These relations are written out, but they contain 

the scattering amplitude in the region of imagi
nary angles. Analytic continuation into this re
gion by means of expansion in Legendre polynomi
als is evidently impossible. 

2. THE SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION FOR <ITJi(xt)jj(Xz)jk(x3 )jz("4)1 > 
Let us consider the symmetrical pseudo scalar meson theory. In this theory one ordinarily takes the 

two-meson Green's function to mean the expression 

< ITrpi(xi)? i(x2)'fn( Xa)tpz( X4) I), 

with terms corresponding to unconnected diagrams removed. The 1/Ji are meson field operators, which 
can be taken to be Hermitian. This quantity, however, does not occur directly in the scattering amplitude, 
and it contains singularities not related to the interaction of the mesons. A more interesting quantity, 
with its Fourier components proportional to the matrix elements of the S matrix is ( cf. reference 4) 

The differentiations in this expression are easily performed if we use the formula 

KI <I Trp; (xi) A (x2) B (x3) C (x4)1> = <j Tj, (xi) A (x2) B (xa) C (x4)1> 

(1) 

(2) 

for which the proof is simple if we use the fact that the operators commute on a space-like surface. Here 
A, B, C are arbitrary operators. 

Using Eq. (2) and dropping terms that are of the form f1 ( x1 - x2 ) • f2 ( x3 - x4 ) ( these correspond to 
unconnected diagrams and make no contribution to the scattering amplitude), we get after simple calcu
lations: 

(3) 

The terms not written out here are given in detail in Appendix I and correspond to diagrams in which two, 
three, or four external meson lines emerge from a single point. All these terms can be expressed in 
terms of vacuum expectation values of two or three operators for which the spectral representations a~e 
known. We note that they are all equal to zero if there is no contact interaction of the mesons described 
by a term A(j?i (j?k(j?k in the current h. 

We assume that terms corresponding to the mass renormalization and a term A.(j?4 are introduced 
into the Hamiltonian, but the multiplicative renormalization is carried out only in the final result. 

We note that the essential part of all the following does not depend on the explicit form of the interac
tion. 

To establish the spectral representation for <I Th ( x1 ) jj ( x2 ) • jk ( x3 ) jz ( x4 ) I > we first consider, 
as in reference 3, the simple product: 

<I in (xi) ji (x2) in (xa) h (x4) I> = ~ d4PI d4p4 d4p exp {ipi (xi- x2) + ip (x2- X a) 

+ ip4 (xa- X4)} & (Pio) &(P4o) & (Po)~ (h)op, (jj)p,p Un)pp, Uz)p.,, Ui)p,p = (PI I h (0) I p). 

(4)_ 

The summation is taken over all states with given p1, p, p4 • In virtue of the properties of the operators 
h ( x) the smallest possible values of - p~ and - p~ correspond to three-meson states, and the four
dimensional momentum p can correspond either to the vacuum state or to states beginning with the two 
meson states. To the vacuum state there corresponds the term in Eq. (4) 

a (p) [23 (j,)oo, U1 )p,o] [~ U~<)op, Uz)p,o] . 

For what follows it is convenient to split off this term and consider it separately. Individually, how
ever, this term does not satisfy the causality condition (that the operators commute on a space-like sur
face). Therefore we also separate from Eq. (4) a number of further terms, which will satisfy the causal
ity condition together with the above term. If we imagine the operators h (xt), jj (x2 ), jk (x3 ), and 
jz(x4 ) expanded in terms of creation and annihilation operators, then the term that has been written out 
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corresponds to those terms of Eq. (4) in which the creation and annihilation operators of h (x1 ) are con
tracted completely with corresponding operators of jj (x2 ) and are not contracted with any others. There 
also exist other terms in which the operators of ji ( x1 ) are contracted only with operators of jk ( x3 ), or 
only with those of jz ( x,!,). They contain the respective factors o( p - p1 - p4 ) and o( p1 - p4). Separat
ing out these terms also, we can write: 

'\-, ( o 0 ) ( o ) ( o ) ( o ) _ a (p) .. (- 2) (- 2) 1l (p- PI- P4~ (- 2) (- 2) a (PI- P4) (- 2) (- 2) 
...::..J ], op, 11 p,p ]k pp, ]l p,o - (2"')" Pl! PI Pkl P4 + (2"')" Ptk P1 Pi! P4 + (2"')" Pi! P1 Pik P 

+ (2!)18 Ptjlk (p~, P2' P!• (pi- p)2, (pi- P4)2, (p -- P4)2); Pii (- k2) = (2rrf3 ] (it)ok Ui)koo (5) 

After the vacuum state has been separated out, the smallest value of - p2 belongs to a two-meson state, 
and consequently 

if one of the inequalities 
(6) 

is satisfied. Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), and Eq. (4) into the causaLity condition, written in the form 
(for example for x~2 > 0) 

(.7) 

one can easily show that the terms that have been separated out satisfy this condition automatically. In 
addition they make no contribution to the scattering amplitude (they correspond to unconnected diagrams ) , 
and therefore they can be omitted from the further treatment. 

In order to satisfy the causality condition, in analogy with reference 3 we shall write Pijlk (Pt p2, p~, 
(Pt-P)2, (Pt-P4)2, (p-p4) 2 ) in the form: 

Ptjlk (pi, p, p4) = ~ & (ki2) & (ki3) &(kl4) & (k23) & (k24) & (k34) f ijlk (- k~2' - k~S' ... - k~4) 0 (pi- ki2- ki3- ki4) 

X o(p-ki3 -k14 -kza-k24)o(p4-ku-k24-ka4)(dk); &(k) = {1 ko>O 
0 k0 < 0, 

(8) 

regarding this relation as an equation with respect to fijlk ( - k~2 , - k~3 , ••• , - k~,t,). 
From the invariance of Pijlk it follows that (ijlk = 0 if any one of its arguments is smaller than zero 
(if k~2 > 0, then J. ( k12 ) is a noninvariant quantity). 

We shall not carry out a detailed analysis of the equation (8)., as was done at the corresponding point 
in the argument of reference 3, but we shall assume that it has a solution. We remark only that if we 
write Eq. (8) in the form 

co co 

Ptjlk (pi, p, P4) = ~ · ·~d"iz · · · dx~4K (pi, p, p4; "i2 · · · "i4) fijlk (><iz• "ia · · · "~4); 
0 0 

K (pi, p, p4; "rz• "ia · · · x;4)= ~&(kiz)0 (kiz + "i2> & (kia) a (kia + "ia) · · · (9) 

... & (k34) a (k~ + ><i4) o (pi- k12 -ki3 - k14) o (p- ki3 - ki4- k23 - k24) a (p4 - k14 - kz4- ka4 ) (dk), 

then it is easy to see that K (Ph p, P4, K~2 • •• K~4) ~ 0 only if 

(10) 

In order that the function Pijlk ( p1, p, p4) automatically satisfy the conditions (6), we set, as in refer-
ence 3, 

whenever even a single one of the conditions 

><12 +"Is+ "u :> 3[L; "Is+ ><14 + "za + ><24 :> 2[L; ><14 + ><24 + ><a4 :> 3[L; (11) 

is not satisfied. 
Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (5) and then into Eq. (4), we get: 

00 00 

. <I i, (x) ii (x2) it (xa) ik (x4) I> = ~ · ·~d"i2 · · · d><i411+ (x12' "Iz) · · · ,:l+ (x34' "a4) ftflk (x.~z' "ia · · 0 x;4); 
0 0 

tl + (xl2, "Iz) = (2"'fa ~ d4keihx.,'Q (k2 + xiz) & (k). 
(12) 
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Substituting Eq. (12) into the causality condition (7) and using the fact that ~ + ( x, K) = ~ + (- x, K) for 
x2 > 0, we get 

0> 00 

\ .. (' dx2 dx2 tl + (x x ) tl + (x x ) f (x2 x2 x2 x2 x2 x2 ) - f (x2 x2 x2 x2 x2 x2 ) J = 0 
~ j 12. • . 34 . 12' 12 . • . 34' 34 ijlh 12' 13' 14' 23' 24' 34 jilk 12' 23' 24' 13' 14' 34 (13) 

<() 0 

and other analogous conditions from which if follows that fijlk ( K~2 , K~3 , ••• k~4 ) is a symmetric function 
with respect to simultaneous interchange of any two of the indices ijlk and the corresponding indices on 
the Kik· 

From the symmetry of fijlk ( K~2 , ••• KL) and the conditions (11) it follows that fijlk ( K~2 , K~3 , ••• K~4 ) 
= 0 if any one of the conditions 

(14) 

is not satisfied. 
We obtain further information about fijlk ( K~2 , K~3 , ••• K~4 ) if we use the fact that the operators <Pi ( x), 

and consequently also h (x), can be chosen to be Hermitian. With such a choice it follows from Eqs. 
(4) and (5) that 

(15) 

but from symmetry of fijlk ( K~to ••• KL ) it follows that 

Ptflk (P1• p, P4) = Phlft (P4• p, P1)· (16) 

Consequently the Pijlk (Pto p, p4 ) are real, and therefore the fijlk ( K~2 • •• KL) can aiso be taken to be 
real. 

Using the symmetry of the function fijlk ( K~2 , K~3 , ••• K~4 ), we can go over to the representation of the 
vacuum expectation value of the T -product of the operators h ( x). To do this we have only to replace 
the functions ~ + ( x, K) in Eq. (12) by functions 

tl.F (x) = .& (x) fl+ (x) + .& (- x) fl+ (- x). (17) 

Making this replacement, we obtain the desired spectral representation in the coordinate space 
co 00 

<I Tj 1 {x1) j 1 (x2) jk (x3)j 1 (x 4) I> = ~ · · ~ dx~2 .•. dx~f if!k (x~2 , x~3 •.. x~) 
0 0 (18) 

Equation (18) follows directly from Eqs. (12), (17) and the definition of the T -product when account is 
taken of the symmetry properties of fijlk ( K~2, ••• K~4 ) • 

To obtain the spectral representation in the momentum space it is necessary to calculate the following 
integral 

8 (/1 - k12 - k18 - k14) 8 (/2 + k12 - k1s--' ku) 8 (Is+ k13 +k•s-ks4)8(!4+ki4+k,,+ks4) 

(k~2 +xi) (k~3 + xi3) (k~4 + x~4 ) (k~; + x~3) (k~4 + x~4) (k~4 + xi4) 
(19) 

which diverges logarithmically. Since, however, we assume that the meson-meson scattering amplitude 
exists, this divergence must not appear in the res11lt. If to remove the divergence we introduce a cut-off 
radius A, then the term that goes to infinity for A- oo will be proportional to ln A and will not de
pend on Kik· When substituted into the integral with respect to Kik it gives a contribution proportional to 

In order for this term to make no contribution to the scattering amplitude, it must either be equal to zero 
or else cancel with the infinite terms written out in Appendix 1. 

As is shown in Appendix 2, the integral (19) can be brought into a simpler form. We thus get the follow
ing spectral representation in momentum space: 
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"' 0> 

'tifhl (/1, l2, [3, /4) = ;{4~)& ~ · · ~ dx~2 • • • dx~fifkl (xi2x~a • • • xi4) 

0 0 (20) 
1 00 

X~··~ doc12 ••• doc3i> (11.12 + 11.13 + ••• + 11.34- 1) tp-2ln(o-ie)8 {l1 + l2 +l3+l4). 

0 0 

(The factor o ( l1 + l2 + l3 + l4) will be omitted hereafter). Here 

'P (oc) = 11.1211.1311.23 + 11.1211.1311.24 + 11.1211.1311.34 + 11.1211.1411.23 + 11.1211.1411.23 + 11.1211.1411.34 + 11.1211.2311.34 + 11.1211.2411.34 

+ 11.1311.1411.23 + 11.1311.1411.24 + 11.1311.1411.34 + 11.1311.2311.24 + 11.1311.2,11.34 + C1.14C1.23C1.24 + C1.14IX23C1.34 + IX23IX24IX34 

(the sum of all products of three different variables aik under the condition that no index can occur 
more than twice in a given term); 

(21) 

0 = /iiX12IX131X14 ( C1.23 + IX2• + IX34) + /~IX12IX23IX24 ( IX13 + IX14 + IX34) + [~IX13IX23IX34 ( IX12 + IX14 + IX24) + l!IX14IX24IX34 ( IX12 + C1.13 + IX23) 

+ C1.131X14C1.231X24(l1 + /2) 2 + IX1211.14C1.231X34(l1+ la) 2 + IX12C1.1aiX24IX34(l2+ la) 2 + tp(oc)x2; x 2 = x~2IX12 + x~3C1.13 + ... + x~4IX34· ( 22) 

Formulas (20) to (22) provide a convenient means for studying the analytical properties of T ( l1, ~. l3, l4) 
as affected by the variation of any one of the independent invariants. Since, however, we shall be inter
ested in the scattering amplitude, we set l~ = l~ = l~ = l~ = -11-2 and consider T as a function of ( z1 + l2 )2, 
( l1 + l3 )2, and ( l2 + Z3 )2, regarding them at first as independent. 

The behavior of T((l1 + 12)2, (l1 + 13) 2, (12 + l3)2 ) depends essentially on whether, for given values of 
( Z1 + 12 )2, ( 11 + 13 )2, and ( 12 + 13 )2, the quantity 0 can vanish for any particular values of the variables 
aik and K~k We shall show that 0 > 0 if 

(23) 

The proof reduces to a matter of regrouping the terms in Eq. (22) and using the conditions (14). 
Let us first consider those terms cp( a) which, when multiplied by K2, can giv.e terms containing 

O!taO!t40!23a24.· These are the following terms: 

Multiplying them by K2 and adding and subtracting terms containing the products K13K14, K13K23, and so 
on, we get 

IX1aiX141X23IX24 (x13 + X14 + X2a + X24) 2 + C1.13IX14 (x23IX23- X24IX24) 2 + IX1aiX23 (x141X14- X24IX24) + C1.13IX24 (x141X14- X23IX23) 2 

+ IX14IX2a (x13IX13 -x24IX24)2 + IX14IX24 (x1siX13 -x23C1.23)2 + IX23IX24 (x1aiX13- X14C1.14)2 + X~2 (1X12IX13IX14 (1X2s + IX24) 

+ C1.13IX2aiX24 (IX13 + ocu)l + x~4 (1X13IX231Xs4(1Xu + 11.24) + IX14IX24C1.34 (1X1a + IX23)]. 

Selecting in the same way the terms of cp (a) which when multiplied by K2 will contain a 12at4a230!34. 
and a 12 a 13a 24a 34 , and grouping the remaining terms not containing squares of differences, we get 

0 = IX13C1.14IX23IX24 [(ll + /2) 2 + (x13 +xu+ X23 +x24)2] + IX12IX14IX23IX24[(l1 + l2)2 + (x12 + X14 + X23 + x24)2] + IX12IX1siX24IX34 [(/2 + l3)2 

+ (x12-!- X13 + X24 + xa4) 2] + IX12IX13IX14 (IX2a + IX24 + <X34) (l~ +x~2 + X~3 + x~4) + (1-+ 2) + (1-+ 3) + (1- 4) 

+ ~ (<X;nXin)2 <Xn<Xcz + ~ <X;n<Xi! (xmk<Xmk- Xml<Xmz)2• (24) 
ikl i+m 

k+l 

From the condition K12 + K13 + K14 ~ 3J1. it follows 
that Ki2 + Ki3 + Ki4. ~ 3JJ.2. Since l~ = -11-2, all the 
terms in Eq. (24) except the first three are always 
positive. The condition that the first three terms 
be positive, together with the second group of con
ditions (14), reduces to Eq. (23). 

If we regard T as a function of one of the vari
ables [for example ( 11 + l2 ) 2 ] for fixed values of 
the others, then starting from Eq. (20) we can 
easily show (for example, by means of Titch-

marsh's theorem) that on the hypothesis of uni
form convergence of the integrals with respect 
to Kik for real ( l 1 + 12 ) 2 this formula defines 
a function analytic in the entire plane with the ex
ception of those points of the real axis for which 
0 can be equal to zero. 

If these singularities are removed by the intro
duction of a term -iE, then at the corresponding 
points Re T "' 0. It is easy to show, by using the 
results of reference 3, that terms depending on a 
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contact interaction A.cp4 do not change this result. 
In concluding this section we point out the fol

lowing important fact. The expression (20) has a 
direct meaning provided that 

~In (x2rp) f (x~2 ••• x~4) d><~2 ••• dx;4 < oo. 

In cases in which f ( K~2 , ••• KL) does not decrease 
rapidly enough, the integral must be regularized, 
and its divergent terms must be cancelled with 
the infinite terms written out in Appendix 1. The 
degree of divergence of the integral is closely 
connected with the behavior of Tijkl at large en
ergies. Therefore in obtaining spectral represen
tations, just as in the derivation of dispersion re
lations, it is necessary to make an assumption 
about the behavior of the quantity in question at 
large energies. 

3. THE DISPERSION RELATIONS FOR THE SCAT
TERING AMPLITUDE FOR CONSTANT SCAT
TERING ANGLE IN THE CENTER-OF-MASS 
SYSTEM 

In order to go over directly to the relations for 
the scattering amplitude, we take Z1 and Z2 as 
the four-momenta of the mesons in the initial 
state. Then 

(/1 + /2) 2 = - 4cu2 ; 

(!1 + /3) 2 = 2p2 (I- cos&)= 2 (cu2 -fL2) (I -cos&); (25) 

(/ 2 + /3)2 = 2p2 (1 +cos&)= 2 (cu2 - fL2 ) (I+ cos&); 

w is the energy of one of the mesons in the center
of-mass system, and J. is the scattering angle. 
The scattering amplitude is 

T11.z, ii(cu, cos&) 

= ~~ 'ttjkl [(ll + l2)2, (l1 + l3) 2, {!2 + !3) 2]. (26) 

From the formulas of the preceding section it 
follows that the function T (( Z1 + Z2 )2, (l1 + Z3 ) 2, 

( Z2 + Z3 )2 ) is analytic not only as a function of one 
of the invariants for fixed values of the others, 
but also as a function of w2 for fixed cos J., if 
we draw the cuts along the real axis from w2 = f.J.2 

to w2 = oo and, depending on whether J. < 11'/2 or 
J. > 11'/2, from w2 =- JJ.2 tan2 J./2 or w2 =- f.J.2 x 
cot2 J./2 to - oo. The position of the cuts is de
termined by means of the conditions (23) and the 
formulas (25). 

Using these analytic properties or, with a pro
cedure like that of Goldberger, 5 changing the order 
of integration in Eq. (20), we can write the follow
ing dispersion relations for TijkZ ( w, cos J.) for 
J. < 71'/2: 

lm "tiki (w, cos~) Im "tiki (w,0, cos~) 

( 2 2)(2 2)+(2 2)(2 2) Ci> - Ci>lO Ci> - Ci>20 Ci> - Ci>lO Ci>!O - Ci>ZO 

+~ lm-rijkl(w20: cos~) __ p"' Re-rijttl(w', cos.&)dw'2 

(w2- Wzo)2 (w~o- w~ol - 1t ~ (w'2- w2) (w'"- w~o)( w'2-w~o) 
1-'' 

Re "tiki (w', cos~) dw'2 
(27) 

-00 

In obtaining this formula we have made the same 
assumption about the behavior of T for large w2 

as is made (cf. reference 5) for the scattering 
amplitude of 1r mesons on nucleons. w~0 , w~0 
are so far arbitrary. 

The second term of the right member appears 
with a minus sign, since in the derivation of the 
dispersion relations we integrate along the top 
edge of the cut, whereas for ( Z1 + Z3 ) 2 < - 4JJ.2 or 
( l2 + Za )2 < - 4JJ.2 the function T (( Zt + l2 )2, <Zt + Za )2, 

( Z2 + Z3 )2 ) is defined by Eq. (20) as the value on 
the bottom side of the cut. 

The first integral in the right member contains 
the scattering amplitude in the physical region. 
The second contains the scattering amplitude for 
imaginary energies. Using the symmetry of the 
function TijkZ (llt l2, Za. z4 ), we transform it into 
an integral over real energies, but containing the 
scattering angle for an imaginary angle. For this 
purpose we change the variable in the second in
tegral of Eq. (27) in the following way: 

2 (cu'2 - fL 2)(1 +cos&)=- 4cui, (28) 

and define a quantity cos J.1 by the relation: 

- 4w'2 = 2 (cui- fL2) (1 + cos&1). (29) 

In the new variables 

(l1 + l2)2 = 2 (cui- fL2) (I +cos &1), (ll + l3) 2 

= 2 (cu1- fL2) (1 -cos &1); (30) 

Since 
(l2 + la)2 = - 4cu~. 

'Cifkl [(11 + lz)2 , (ll + la)2 , (!2 + la)2] 

= 'thjil [(lz + la)2, (ll + la)2, (ll + 12)2], (31) 

we get 

'Ciikl(cu', cos&)=1Ckii!(cu1, cos&1). (32) 

In particular 

ICtJkZ(-fLtan~, cos&)="kitz{fL, oo), (33) 

where use has been made of the fact that 

2w~ 2 .& 
cos &1 = I + - 2-- tan 2 . (34) 

(i)l- [12 

Since, however, the scattering amplitude at zero 
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energy does not depend on the angle, we have 

"=ijkl (fl., 00) = "=ijkl (fl., 0) = 'i: (fl.). (35) 

Using these equations, we take w~0 = JJ.2, w~0 = 
- J.l.2 tan2 J/2. Then, using also Eq. (26), we can 
write instead of Eq. (27) 

w ReT kl.i/w, cos B) 

(w2-[L2) (w2 + [L2tan2(B/2)) 

__ cos• (& 1 2) [Re Tkl,i/tL) _ Re Til. kf (tL) 1 
lL ,,z- tL' w'+tL2tan>( B 1 2)j 

00 

2 ~ w' 2dw' Im T k!. if (w', cos B) 
--P - TC (w'Z- w2) (w' 2 - [L 2) (w' 2+[L2tan2( W2)) 

(36) 

11. 
co 

2 4 & ~ lm Til, kf (wl> cos B1) dw1 
--cos -

TC 2 (w' + w2 - tL' cos2 (& 1 2)) (w2 -[!.2) 
11. 1 I 

For 1r/2 < J < 1r one gets analogous relations dif
fering only in the replacement of J by 1r - J.. 

By taking advantage of isotopic invariance, we 
can express the amplitudes Tkz, ij in terms of the 
scattering amplitudes in the states with total iso
topic spins T0; Tto and T2 and reduce the sys
tem of equations (36) to three equations for T0, 

T 1o and T 2• It is easy to show that 

T~tz, if= i T0oifokl + T1 (o,ko1z- ono1k) 
(37) 

Substituting this expression into Eq. (36), we get 
the following system of equations: 

w R~ Ti (w, cos B) 

(A~t) = (-:~: -;z :~:) . 
2/s 1 1/s 

The equations that have been obtained would be 

APPENDIX 1 

of considerably greater interest if one could indi
cate a simple method for analytic continuation of 
the scattering amplitude into the region of imagi
nary angles. It seems natural to use for this pur
pose an expansion of the scattering amplitude in 
series of Legendre polynomials 

Ti((l), cos-&)= ~T~((l))Pz(cos-&). 
l (39) 

Such an expansion is especially attractive because 
the conditions for the S matrix to be unitary have 
a simple form for the quantities Tf. Such an ex
pansion, however, can scarcely allow us to continue 
the scattering amplitude into a region of values of 
cos J. that are much larger than 1. Namely, it fol
lows from Eqs. (23) and (24) that the scattering 
amplitude has singularities of the type of branch 
points for those values of the variables at which 
one of the invariants ( l1 + l2 ) 2, ( l1 + l3 ) 2, ( Z2 + Z3 )2 

becomes equal to - 4J..t2• According to Eq. (25) this 
means that as a function of cos J. the scattering 
amplitude has singularities at 

cos-&=+ ((1)2 + fl-2) I ((1)2- fL•). (40) 

Therefore the radius of convergence of the series 
(39) cannot exceed this value. This means that we 
can use the expansion (39) in the last integral in 
the right member of Eq. (38) in the region of val
ues of w1 for which 

cos -&1 < ((l)i + tL2 ) 1 ((l)i- tL 2). 

Recalling the expression (34) for cos J.h we 
get the condition 

2 2 2 B (1)1 <fL cot 2 , (41) 

which shows that the expansion can be used only 
for the forward scattering amplitude, since the 
contribution to the integral in question from the 
region w1 > J..! cot ( J./2) is of the order 

([L cot--; r2 = (L-2 (1- cos-&), 

i.e., of the order of the first term of the expansion 
of Ti ( w, cos e) in powers of 1- cos J.. There
fore in order to give meaning to the dispersion re
lations for the scattering amplitude one must find 
some other method of analytic continuation. 

Let us write out the formula (3) in detail using the fact that when we introduce a contact interaction 

[~t(x), ik (x')llt~t· = }.o (r- r'){rp~oi" + 2cpicph}; 

this gives 
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K1K2KaK4 <I Trp, (x1) 'P! (x2) 'Pk (xa) <pz (x4) I>= <I Til (x1) i1 (x2) i11 (xa) it (x4) I> 
+)..{a (x1 - X2) <I T {<p~ (x1) Bif + 2rp, (x1) 'PJ (x1)} i11 (xa) it (x4) I>+·· .}oym 

+ 2).. {8 (x1- x2) a (x2- Xa) [ak/ <I T<pt (x1) it (x4) I>+ a,k <I T<pj (x2) it (x4) I> 
+ Oij <I Ttpk (xa) iz (x4) I> 1 + .•. }aym + A2 {a (x1- x2) a (xa- x4) <I T { 'P~ (x1) a if + 2<p, (x1) 'PJ (x1)} { 'Pe (xa) akl 

+ 2<pk (xa) <pt(xa)} I>+· .. }aym + 2}.8 (x1- x2) a (x2- Xa) a (xa- x4) ra,Jahl + aa,Bjl + ak,Bil]· 

Here { } sym means that we are to take the sum of terms corresponding to all permutations of Xto x2, 

x3, x4 together with the associated isotopic indices. 

APPENDIX 2 

The integral (19) can be easily reduced to integrations over parameters if we use the formula 
11 

1 ~~ 8 (Zt + Z2 + zs+•. ·+ Zn_1) --- = (n -1)1 dz1dz2 ••• dzn . 
a1a2 · · ·an (a1z1 + a2z2 + .. ·+ anzn)n 

90 

Denoting the integral (19) by I and dropping the factor o ( l1 + l2 + l3 + l4 ), we can write 

I 5! ~ d d d ~ dkudktadk£a8 (otu + ot13+ ... +ot3,-1) 
= ---,2 1)(12 1)(12· .. 1)(34 2 2 2 2 ' 

(27t) [k12otl2+ ... +k34ota,+x12otl2+ ... +x34ota,]6 

k 14 = l1- k 12 - k1a• k24 = l2 + k12- k2a; ka4 = La+ k1a + k2a· 

(A.1) 

(A.2) 

Instead of the variables z1o z2, ••• , z6 we have here introduced the variables a 12 , a 13 , a 14 , a 23 , a 24 , a 34. 

If in the denominator of the expression (A.2) we insert instead of k14, k24 , and k34 their expressions 
in terms of l" l2, l3 and k12 , k13 , k23 , then besides quadratic terms the denominator will contain linear 
terms in k12 , k13, and k23 • To get rid of these terms we make the change of variables 

k12 = Q12 + ll12; k1a = Q1a + ll1a; k2a = Q2a + ll2a· 

The conditions for the determination of ~ik have the form: 

ll12 (IX12 + IX14 + IX24) + 1Xull1a- IX24ll2a + l2IX24 -l11Xa = 0; 

The determinant cp (a) of this system is the sum (21). Then 

(A.3) 

cp~4 consists of the products by pairs of all the variables except a 12 and a 14, taken so that the indices 
2 and 4 do not occur twice in any product. Substituting Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6) into the denominator of (A.2), 
we get for the latter the expression 

(1Xl2 + IX14 + oc24) Q~2 + (1X1a + IX14 + IXa4) Q~a + (1X2a + IX24 + 1Xa4) Q:a + 21X14Q12Q1a + 21X13Q1aQ2a- 2IX24Q12Q2a + 0/ <p; 

(A.7) 

+ 9 (1Xul~ + IX24l~ + IXa4l~) + 'f'X2 = l~IX14'P14 + l~IX24'P24 + l~IXa4'Pa4 + 2l1l21X14IX24'f':2 + 2llls1X141Xa4'f'fa + 2l2laiX24IXa4'f':a + <px2; 

cp14 is the sum of those terms of cp which do not contain a 14 ; and 

[If in Eq. (A.7) we express l 1l2, l 1l3 and l 2l3 in terms of (l1 + 12 )2, (l1 + l3 )2, and (l2 + l3 )2 and 
note that 

(l1 + l2)2 + (l1 + la)2 + (l2 + la)2 = l~ + l~ + Li + z:, 
then we can easily get for 0 the expression (22) given in the text.] 

It is now easy to carry out the integrations with respect to q12 , q13 , qz3 by introducing new variables 
ql.2, qi.J, q23 in such a way that the quadratic terms reduce to a sum of squares. We thus get 
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To perform the last integration we introduce the cut-off parameter A, and then 

I= (4~)6 ~[lncpA +l-In (0- is)]. (A.8) 
).12).13).23 

Noting that A.12A.13A.23 = - <P and that the terms that do not depend on Kik make no contribution, we get the 
result (20) given in the text. 
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The propagation of a thermal wave from an instantaneous point source in a gas is investigated 
with account of the temperature dependence of the internal energy of the gas. The case when 
the internal energy is associated not only with the matter but also with radiation is considered. 
The range of the radiation is assumed to depend on the temperature in accordance with a power 
law. An approximate method can also be used in the case of an arbitrary dependence of the in
ternal energy and of the heat flux on the temperature. 

LET a quantity of heat Q0 be liberated at a given millions of degrees for air of normal density) it 
initial instant of time within a small volume ( at a is necessary to take into account, in addition to the 
point). Then, if the density of the medium is con- energy of the matter, also the radiation energy, 
stant, and the thermal conductivity and the specific which is proportional to the fourth power of the 
heat are each proportional to the temperature temperature "" bT4• Such a problem is no longer 
raised to a certain power, the problem is a self- self-similar even if the radiation range is expressed 
similar one and its solution can be obtained in by a power of the temperature. Another non-self-
closed form. Such a problem was investigated by similar problem will be one in which the internal 
Zel'dovich and Kompaneets. 1 energy is given by a power of the temperature, 

If a thermal wave propagates in a gas then, be- but the range of radiation is given not by a single 
cause of the high temperature, the molecules of power, but involves two or more terms. 
the gas break up into atoms and the latter are We shall discuss the problem of the propaga-
ionized, and this leads to a temperature depend- tion of a non-self-similar thermal wave by con-
ence of the internal energy of the gas. Calcula- sidering a special case when the internal energy 
tions2•3 show that the internal energy of a gas may is expressed by the following two term formula 
be approximated over a wide range of temperatures 
by a power of the temperature ( "" a TA.). However, 
at very high temperatures ( on the order of several 

E = aTA+bT4 

(here 'b = 4o/ c. c is the velocity of light, a = 

(1) 


